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1. Project Aims
I Create a coupling layer between two

plasma physics software packages that
operate in different physical regimes:
I HYADES [1], a radiation-hydrodynamics (RHD)

code
I EPOCH [2], a particle-in-cell (PIC) code

I Provide simulation support for short-pulse
laser-solid interaction experiments

2. Experimental Context
I Laser pulses of 20 fs – 1 ps duration,

and 1018 – 1020 W cm−2 peak intensity,
interacting with solid targets

I By reproducing experimental data,
simulations can provide insight into the
processes driving the observed
hydrodynamics
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Figure 1: A selection of pulsed laser experiments arranged
according to the laser pulse intensity (vertical axis) and
duration (horizontal axis). The highlighted region corre-
sponds to the domain of interest.
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Figure 2: Experimental setup for pump-probe Doppler
spectrometry. [3]

Figure 3: Results from a Doppler spectrometry experi-
ment [3]. The velocity of the material at the probe critical
surface is inferred from the Doppler shift of the reflected
probe pulse. Successive probe pulses are used to track
the hydrodynamic motion of this layer of material.

3. Three stages of laser interaction

Figure 4: Illustration of a laser pulse produced via chirped-pulse amplification. Due to the wide range of time scales involved,
different simulation strategies are required to capture the key physical processes at each stage of the interaction.

1. Pre-pulse
I Target surface ionises

when intensity
exceeds 1010 W cm−2

I The ionised material
expands and forms a
pre-plasma

I Simulated with
RHD code

2. Main pulse
I High-energy electrons

are launched past the
critical surface

I These electrons drive
return currents and de-
posit energy as heat

I Simulated with
PIC code

3. Post-pulse
I Heating creates

pressure gradients
in the target

I Pressure gradients
drive hydrodynamic
motion

I Simulated with
RHD code

4. Transferring from RHD to PIC
I Select narrow region near critical density
I Separate ion distribution into distinct

particle species
I Discretise physical quantities over a

regular grid

Figure 5: Ion species distribution and number density profile
after the pre-pulse interaction. EPOCH requires individual
number density profiles for each ionisation state of each
element.

5. Transferring from PIC to RHD
I Apply smoothing to noisy PIC outputs
I Generate fluid mesh geometry and interpo-

late the smoothed profiles over the mesh
I Superimpose the PIC-simulated region onto

the RHD pre-pulse conditions

Figure 6: A mass density profile used to generate the layout
of a post-pulse fluid mesh in the simulation pipeline. There
are five fluid elements between each successive pair of ver-
tical bars.
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6. Future Work
I Extend to 2D simulations

I This will enable a much wider range of experiments
to be simulated

I Introduce additional simulation code modules
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